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Legal notice 
 
Contents and availability of the online offer 
 
The contents of this website have been prepared with the greatest possible care. However, 
BSD Hungarian Congress Eventorganization Nonprofit Ltd. does not assume any liability for 
the correctness, completeness and up-to-dateness of the contents provided. 
 
BSD Hungarian Congress Eventorganization Nonprofit Ltd. endeavors to offer the service for 
retrieval without interruption as far as possible. However, even with all due care, downtimes 
cannot be ruled out. It reserves the right to change or discontinue its offer at any time. We 
cannot accept any liability for interruptions or other disruptions caused by files that have not 
been created without errors or formats that have not been structured without errors. 
 
References and links 
 
As a content provider, BSD Hungarian Congress Eventorganization Nonprofit Ltd.  
is responsible for its "own content", which it makes available for use, in accordance with 
general legislation pursuant to Section 7 (1) of the German Telemedia Act. A distinction must 
be made between this own content and cross-references ("links") to content provided by other 
providers. By means of the cross-reference, BSD Hungarian Congress Eventorganization 
Nonprofit Ltd. provides "third-party content" for use, which is marked in this way: 
 
"Links" are always "living" (dynamic) references. BSD Hungarian Congress 
Eventorganization Nonprofit Ltd. has checked the external content at the time of the initial 
linking as to whether it may give rise to any civil or criminal liability. However, it does not 
constantly check the content to which it refers in its offer for changes that could give rise to a 
new responsibility. If it determines or is informed by others that a specific offer to which it 
has provided a link triggers civil or criminal liability, it will remove the reference to this offer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Copyright 
 
The contents and works on these pages created by BSD Hungarian Congress 
Eventorganization Nonprofit Ltd. are subject to German copyright law. Duplication, 
processing, distribution, or any form of commercialization of such material beyond the scope 
of the copyright law shall require the prior written consent of its respective author or creator. 
Downloads and copies of this site are only permitted for private, non-commercial use. Insofar 
as the content on this site was not created by  BSD Hungarian Congress Eventorganization 
Nonprofit Ltd. the copyrights of third parties are respected. In particular, third-party content 
is identified as such. Should you nevertheless become aware of a copyright infringement, 
please inform us accordingly. If we become aware of any infringements, we will remove such 
content immediately. 
 
Press accreditation 
 
Due to the limited press contingent, places will be allocated in the order in which 
registrations are received. If the contingent of free places is exhausted, registration as a press 
representative is unfortunately no longer possible. 
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